
It’s all Greek to me!



Origins of Greek Theatre


•began in the 6th century BCE in Athens 


•Tragedy (tragoida) comes from the Greek 
and means goat song, goats were 
sacrificed to the god Dionysus before 
performances


https://www.ancient.eu/Athens/


•Thespis was thought to be the 1st actor, 
therefore ‘thespian’


•Athenians spread festivals to allies to 
promote a common identity


•Dithyramb = formalised narrative 
song, sung by a chorus 



What do we know about the Greek Chorus?


•a group of 12 to 50 players 

•spoke or sang their lines in unison

•Large group movements

•wore masks

•functioned as one actor

•provide background information to the audience to help 
them understand what was going on


•commented on themes

•expressed what the main characters couldn’t say (like 
secrets, thoughts, and fears)


•provided other characters with information and insights




Eventually Oedipus came to the gates of the city 
of Thebes. Guarding the gates was a terrible 
monster with the body of a lion, the head of a 
woman, wings of an eagle and the tail of a 
snake. This creature allowed no one to enter or 
leave the city without answering the riddle that 
she posed. If the travelLer could not answer 
correctly, she would kill and eat him. No one 
had yet come up with the right answer, so the 
creature, known as the sphinx was well-fed, and 
the city of Thebes was cut off from the rest of 
the world as no one could get in and no one 
could get out.  



Stand there if you 
value your life and 
tell me this: What 
creature has four 
legs in the morning, 
two legs in the 
afternoon and three 
legs in the evening?



write and present a Greek 
chorus piece that narrates 
the actions of a mundane 
activity. You must write at 
least six full sentences in 
modern language or a more 
poetic style. Whatever style 
you choose, try to be 
extremely detailed and 
descriptive. 



Morning time, and Sarah awakes! 
She opens her eyes and rubs out 
the sleep of a dreamless night. 
Slowly, slowly she rises from her bed 
and stumbles to yonder bathroom. 
Reaching deliberately towards the 
toothbrush 
That promises clean teeth that resemble 
white pearls. 
Toothpaste, with claims of minty freshness 
Is spread upon the bristles in haphazard 
fashion. 
One by one, cleansing foam envelops each 
tooth. 
A rinse of clear, cool water 
and Sarah is nearly ready to face the day.



Aeschylus c. 525–456 BC

• often described as the 
father of tragedy.


•According to Aristotle, he 
expanded the number of 
characters in the theatre 
and allowed conflict 
among them; characters 
previously had interacted 
only with the chorus.


•First dramatist to present a 
trilogy - the oresteia


•Persians - one of only greek 
tragedies to portray 
contemporary events


• 'Even in our sleep, pain which 
cannot forget falls drop by 
drop upon the heart, until in 
our own despair, against 
our will, comes wisdom 
through the awful grace of 
God.’


•“to tame the savageness of 
man and make gentle the 
life of this world.”


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tragedy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_chorus


Sophocles (c. 495-406 BC)

• Wrote over 120 plays, 7 survived


• Won 24 dramatic competitions out of 30, 
never lower than 2nd place, Aeschylus won 

13


• Added a third actor, reducing importance 
of chorus


• Greater characterisation


• Theban plays, although each was part of a 
tetralogy


• Oedipus Rex, Antigone, Electra


• ‘Without labor nothing prospers.’


• ‘Look and you will find it - what is unsought 
will go undetected.’


• ‘One word Frees us of all the weight and 
pain of life: That word is love.’



Euripides c. 480–406 BC

• 90-odd plays, 18 or 19 survived


• Presented mythical heroes as 
ordinary people in 

extraordinary 
circumstances


• Focused on inner lives and 
motives of characters 


• Medea, Iphigenia in Aulis, 
Bacchae, Orestes, The Trojan 

Women


• When love is in excess it brings 
a man no honor nor 

worthiness.


• When a good man is hurt, all 
who would be called good 

must suffer with him.


• Judge a tree from its fruit; 
not from the leaves.



Aristophanes c. 446 – c. 386 BC

• Comic playwright - 11 of 40 plays survive


• The Father of Comedy


• Said to recreate life more convincingly


• Ridiculed and caricatured - denounced as 
slander


• Poetic approach - iambic dialogue and 
lyrics


• Lysistrata, The Frogs, Wealth


• “Youth ages, immaturity is outgrown, 
ignorance can be educated, and 

drunkenness sobered, but stupid lasts 
forever.”


• “Open your mind before your mouth” 


• “Under every stone lurks a politician.” 



Masks

• Enabled audience to see expressions from far away


• Differentiate between comedy and tragedy


• Part of the process of becoming the character


• Actors could change characters by changing masks


• Men could play women


• Unify chorus


• Some worked as mini megaphones



